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Abstract—Performance optimization has become a necessity
for the survival of enterprises as emerging technologies continue
to impact them. To achieve this goal, decision making, a complex
process which depends on big data and human issues, must be
effective. As enterprises are being subjected to a multi-faceted
pressure, they must ensure the optimization of their
performance. This article investigates an intelligent decision
support system (IDSS) based on multi agent systems (MAS). Our
contribution consists in developing an intelligent model with an
IDSS MAS approach that can detect and evaluate changes in
both the external environment and the enterprise itself. This
model is an adequate management tool for optimal and
sustainable performance and offers real-time analytical,
prospecting and optimization methods.

general, by various factors including environment changes and
technological growth. Nowadays with the digital
transformation in the field of information systems, no
enterprise can escape the use of new technologies that greatly
facilitate data processing and sharing. In fact, more and more
specialized software offers the possibility of carefully
analyzing the data for a reliable result that will allow a quick
and efficient decision-making. Virtualization has become,
therefore, an important tool enabling companies to be more
responsive thanks to the different production and management
applications. Thus, artificial intelligence has no privacy for
companies because it has integrated most of their functions and
has become a means of data sharing, performance measurement
and optimal decision-making thanks to the combination of
human and artificial intelligence. Indeed, in a highly
competitive environment, enterprises seek to meet market
demands and are constantly in need of solutions that enable
them to be effectively reactive to the environment for greater
competitiveness. The distributed decision process is an
effective means of sharing, prevention and decision-making.

Keywords-decision making; performance; value creation; MAS;
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Strategic decisions are the result of a complex process and
they often refer to the complexity degree of decision-making
issues and the environment in which an enterprise/company
operates. For authors in [1], it refers to important decisions, in
terms of actions taken to resources committed and
jurisprudence. According to [2], there are decisions that
especially focus on external environment. A decision is not
always easy to take and in order to overcome the unexpected
risks to manage, leaders seek to always be more effective when
it comes to decision support tools usage. According to [3]
decision support is considered as a science based on three
assumptions: (a) postulate of reality: to have information and
especially knowledge, (b) postulate of the decision-makers: act
as a power actor according to the objectives set and the
resources available and (c) postulate of the optimum i.e.
optimize the decision. This basis principle is conditioned, in
www.etasr.com

The proposed model, an intelligent decision support system
(IDSS) based on Multi Agent Systems (MAS), is part of
computer intelligence and therefore business intelligence (BI).
It would enable the enterprise to collect, model and report data
to provide decision support for driving and optimizing
decision-making.
A. Performance
According to [4], performance is an encrypted result from
the perspective of classification (in relation to oneself, improve
performance / or compared to others). Long-term performance
has been reduced to its financial dimension. Thus, a successful
company is one that must reach the desired, by the
shareholders, profitability and/or generate a certain level of
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profit, or hold market share that preserves its sustainability [5].
Performance is the ability of an enterprise to exploit its
environment in the acquisition of scarce resources essential to
its operation [6]. Some authors equate performance with
efficiency, ability or competitiveness, productivity, success and
excellence [7]. The traditional definition of performance
derives through a composition of efficiency and effectiveness
[8]. According to [9], effectiveness is evaluated in relation with
specific objectives of the company and the degree of result
achievement and is likely to be attached to the notion of
mission as it is a measurable result to be achieved. Efficiency
can be defined as the sum of outputs achieved (results
achieved) by inputs units (means) engaged. The concept of
performance can be defined in different ways. It means
completion and it is also treated as competitiveness,
effectiveness, efficiency and productivity. Commonly, the four
other meanings are:
• The capacity of the potential of the natural or legal person’s
“skills and strategy”.
• The processes used to achieve the desired results, “tools”.
• The results of actions measured against an endogenous or
exogenous reference.
• The quantitative and qualitative indicators and success
defined objectives for example satisfaction, action plan,
cost and time.
Moreover, the performance's dimensions define four
complementary levels related to each other which a manager
can follow to set a good strategy: financial results, customer
satisfaction, efficient internal processes and organizational
system. With the help of an expert system, this performance
can be comprehensive and will ensure effective management in
all situations. We can deduce that performance occupies a very
important place in enterprises. It is their main ambition and
also the key business process. In [10], performance is the
ability to achieve a minimum of meeting the expectations of
strategic customers and optimal benefit. These are the three
types of performance:
• Organizational: A structure seeking to minimize the
transactions.
• Social: Social effects of structure’s activity are such that
have ways of preventing and managing conflicts and they
motivate and involve more staff.
• Economic or financial: Structure achieves profitability.
The challenge for enterprises is to improve and optimize
their performance through effective decisions. Thus, the
implementation of a management decision system is a value
creation lever that allows them to achieve effectiveness and
efficiency in the actions.
B. The Intelligent DSS
Called “System Computerized Decision Support” (DSS:
Decision Support System) or “Interactive System Decision
Support” or “System of Intelligent Decision Support”, IDSS is
an integrated computer system, designed especially for
decision-making and especially aimed at company leaders.
www.etasr.com
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IDSS is one of the management information system elements.
It differs from the information system, since its main function
is to provide not only information, but the analytical tools for
decision making. It consists of programs, one or more
databases, internal or external, and a knowledge database. It
works with a language and a modeling program that enables
leaders to study different assumptions for planning and
evaluating the consequences. One of the first introductions of
management decision systems (MDS) or DSS was in [11].
These systems provide decision makers with an aid in the
decision-making even in complex and unstructured situations.
They became effective at the end of the 70s when the various
operational decision support tools have emerged and took the
name of Interactive DSS. The intelligent DSS is a computer
system to help decision makers that deal with semi-structured
problems [12-15]. According to [16], a DSS is an automated
information system, interactive, flexible, adaptable and
specifically developed to help solve an unstructured decision
problem and improve decision making. Powered by potentially
all financial applications, commercial and administrative, of the
enterprise, IDSS is a tool of observation and description that
will enable managers to monitor activity, detect and alert
management reshape the strategy to the needs of the company
and its environment. However, it provides no explanation or
commentary but using dashboards, reporting, and a MAS
approach, the data is easily interpreted, processed and shared.
C. Multi Agent Systems (MAS)
Multi agent systems have been the subject of some studies
and have been treated differently [17-19]. The concept of fuzzy
logic was introduced in [20], not only as a control methodology
but also as a way to process data based on authorizing the use
of membership in a small group instead of making use of
membership in a cluster group. In the field of artificial
intelligence, MAS reduce the complexity of solving a problem
by dividing the necessary knowledge into subsets, combining
an independent intelligent agent to each of these subsets and
coordinating the activity of these agents [21]. A multi agent
system is a system consisting of agents. These agents each in
its own turn, have internal interactions and are also related to
the external environment. An agent is an autonomous computer
system or program capable of carrying out independent actions.
[20]. Agents need to cooperate with each other, to have
harmony amongst themselves and to carry out interactive
conversation in order to have successful internal
communication. A multi agent system or distributed artificial
intelligence is, therefore, a set of IT processes composed of
several agents sharing resources and communicating with each
other [22]. This communication is provided by different
protocols and message types. Thus, the mechanisms of the
agents’ decisions are related to perceptions, representations and
actions by all agents that cooperate to achieve a common task
or a negotiation between those whose interests are different
[23]. In [24], an agent is a “computational entity” as a
computer program or a robot, which can be seen as perceiving
and acting independently on its environment. This is an
automatic autonomy since its behavior depends on the program
and experience. Development and implementation of DSS
continues to hold great promise for improving decision maker's
effectiveness [25]. The combination of these two processes
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A. The Operatiion of theI DSSS MAS Modell
The IDSS MAS model facilitates ccommunicationn and
deccision-makingg via agents whhich are conneected to the weeb and
whhich have strong relationshiips with the innternal and exxternal
envvironment of tthe company. The needs aree expressed too these
muulti agents w
which are proogrammed byy TST (Techhnical,
Services and Trraining) functtions. Thus, the
t technical agent
A) will collectt all new technnology on the market. The service
(TA
ageent (SA) will ccollect data onn the prospectss of services ooffered
nattionally and iinternationallyy. The traininng agent (TA
A) will
inddicate the keyy elements oof the trainingg to be takenn into
connsideration. T
These data are communicatedd in real time to the
maain key perforrmance indicattor (KPI) agennt which transsforms
theem into objecttives and indiicators, thus fa
facilitating deccisionmaaking. The proocess of operaation of the ID
DSS MAS moodel is
schhematized in F
Figure 1. Thesse multi agents are coupled to the
envvironment, linnked to KPIs aand operate inddependently of each
othher. All TST indicators gennerated by thee KPI agent w
will be
useed as the bassis for the ID
DSS MAS moodel to preparre the
knowledge that will feed thhe user interfface with ballanced
m
is presennted in Figure 2.
repports and dashhboards. The model
The peculiarity of the IDSS MAS modeel is the use off MAS
reppresented by ddifferent agentss. Each agent pplays a definitte role
andd has specific features. Thiss model is cappable of aggreggating
intternal and exteernal data from
m multiple andd different dataabases
(D
DB1, DB2, DB
B3, etc.) andd turn them iinto knowledgge for
takking a rapid annd effective deecision. In a first phase, it coollects
thee data sourcees that can be
b in differennt formats annd are
hetterogeneous. T
This data is theen manipulateed in a second phase
callled integrationn before beingg stored. Theyy are to be extrracted
froom data sourrces, transform
med and loaaded into thee data
www.etasrr.com

T
TABLE I.

ETL agent

An enterprisse has several levels of com
mpetitiveness bbut to
be effectively coontrolled, straategic dashboaards are essenttial. It
DSS MAS moodel takes plaace to
is in this contexxt that our ID
faccilitate decisioon making aand specially to allow opptimal
deccision. Indeedd, to avoid long
l
consultaations and poossible
connstraints of uppdating, as welll as to enable the managem
ment of
conntingencies, B
BI systems proovide powerfull analytical meethods
andd exploration in real time thhat help in deecision makingg. Our
ID
DSS model baased on MAS is a part of the BI. It aims to
proovide a convennient, easy-to--use reference tool for minim
mizing
infformation retriieval tasks by presenting ressults via dashbboards
andd reports. C
Communicatioon is permaanently estabblished
bettween the prinncipal agent aand the solver--agent who coollects
andd transmits thhe data accordding to the aallocated objecctives.
ID
DSS MAS suppports decision--makers by helping them to easily
ideentify decisionn variables andd to analyze seeveral alternatiives to
opttimize it. It is an expert system that makes possibble to
resspond to a specific neeed based onn provided human
h
knowledge and that is part oof its program
m. Indeed, its main
funnction is to ttarget the rellevant facts rrelating to a given
situuation (innovaation, improveement or problem solving eetc.) to
preesent justified recommendattions.

OLAP Cube agent

THE INTELLIIGENT DSS MA
AS MODEL

DWH
agent
g

II.
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warrehouse (DW
WH) using an ETL (Extracct, Transform
m and
Loaad) agent. Thee third phase is to store them
m in the warehhouse
by using the DW
WH agent. Thiss multidimensiional data struucture
P (online analyytical
opttimizes responnse times by ussing the OLAP
b the
proocessing) cube agent. Finallyy, the results aare presented by
resttitution agent that uses sevveral data preesentation toolls for
exaample reportinng, query andd data miningg. The detailss and
actiions of each aggent are listed in Table I.

Restitution agent

DS
SS and MAS, allowed us too think about the developm
ment of
an IDSS MAS m
model that willl be a cruciall contribution in the
excchange and deecision makingg.

V
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ID
DSS MAS AGENTS’ ACTIONS

It is at this levvel that the first software layer oof the decision-m
making
environment nnamely ETL (exxtract, transform
m, load) appears.. ETL
extraction agennt offers functionss of data from diffferent systems (innternal
or external), processing
p
of datta (homogenizingg, filtering, calcuulation)
and their channge in an ODS ((Oracle Data Stoore) or directly thhrough
DWH. It guaarantees the outtsourcing of deesign load and better
availability off sources. ETL aagent transforms data, while it uuses a
dedicated propprietary engine thhat is responsiblle for processingg. This
ensures the besst performance annd scalability overr time.
The OLAP cubbe agent manipulaates cubes that aree multidimensionnal data
structures. Thee cubes used byy the agent are m
mainly used in OLAP
analysis. The OLAP cube ageent allows havinng better perform
mance,
s
in
simplicity and speed of accesss to the cubes byy their reduced size
w
a data martt. Also, the ageent provides agggregate
comparison with
information forr different dimennsions and accordding to the user’s needs.
In the proposeed solution, they will be made in the DB componnent of
Oracle. At this stage the OLAP cube agent tries to add logical coolumns
ments previously stored in the DW
WH for the generattion of
from measurem
multidimensionnal cubes. At this level, the agent also can processs data
and display thhem as multidim
mensional cubess as needed from the
established dessign of the DWH
H and navigate inn different dimennsions.
Oriented cube art presents a reppresentation of thhe information revviewed
in several dimeensions.
This agent is used to store daata in a DWH w
which contains buusiness
oriented, non-vvolatile (dated) hiistorized and docuumented data. Thhis data
structure is usuually denormalizzed voluntarily inn order to optimiize the
response time when doing OL
LAP type of annalysis that refers to a
multidimensionnal database (alsoo called hyper cubbe or cube).
This agent is reesponsible for retuurning results. It displays
d
to the useer data
from the data m
mart or cubes according to his need. By querying thhe data
mart, reports enable
e
users to vview the results in an appropriaate and
understandablee format. At this level
l
there are sevveral types of toools that
can be used byy the agent, nameely reporting tools and queries, annalytics
and data mininng phase. The dataa mining tools prrovide a further annalysis
of historical ddata to discover hidden knowleddge in the data as the
detection of correlations and trennds, building typoology and segmenntation
or predictions.

Fig.. 1.

Operatingg prosses of IDSS
S MAS

The model thhat we proposee is being deveeloped and testted to
valiidate its feasibbility. We willl develop thee model DSS M
MAS
witth Oracle techhnology. For tthe first phasee of extractionn and
loadding of data, we appeal too ODI (Oraclee Data Integrrator),
whiich is part of the Oracle suite. It allows tthe ensuring oof the
ELT
T (extract-looad-transform)) process foor the extracction,
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loaading and transformation of data. In the seecond phase, we
w use
OB
BIEE (Oracle business intellligence enterpprise edition) ffor the
genneration of thee OLAP cubes and data maarts. Finally, w
we use
thee reporting for the dashhboards restiitution. This draft
alggorithm clarifi
fies the exampple of data ccollection andd their
traansformation innto KPIs.

Fig. 2.

V
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the DB agent in a SQL queryy form and wiill be translateed by
extrraction, loadinng and transforrmation of datta collected thrrough
the execution off these queriess by the ETL
L agent. The agent
WH design ttask that will be the bassis of
perrforms the DW
devvelopment of dashboards
d
andd reports.

ID
DSS MAS Modell

Fig.. 5.

Figg. 3.

F
Fig. 4.

Technicaal solution of IDSS MAS

Model IDSS MAS Algoorithm

B. The Sequence Diagram off IDSS MAS
The chronological processs of the diffeerent interactioons of
ageents constituting the IDSS MAS
M
model iss illustrated Figgure 5
whhich details tthe overview of the softw
ware engineerr. The
diaagram in Figuure 5 represeents the interaaction betweeen the
diffferent system
m factors. Agennt 1 expresses a need to thee main
ageent that is respponsible for thhe analysis annd translation of the
com
mpany’s KPIss. Subsequenttly these KPIss are transmittted to
www.etasrr.com
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Sequence diagram of IDSS
S MAS

C. Methodologyy
We consider expressed neeeds that requiree data collectioon by
ageents and transslators conneccted to the prrincipal agent.. The
resuult of these innteractions is the KPIs allow the makinng of
effeective decisionns concerningg human resouurces and maaterial
meaans. These K
KPIs are passeed to the DB
B agent. The latter
requ
quests the ETL
L agent to trannslate by extraaction, loadingg and
trannsformation off collected datta. Subsequenntly DWH is a task
thatt will be used as a basis for developinng dashboardss and
reports using the dashboard aggent. The latteer sends a feeddback
to tthe DWH agennt who will use this data in hhis knowledgee base
beffore informingg the ETL agennt which will aalso use this daata to
build his learninng system. O
Once the DB agent receivves a
respponse from tthe ETL agennt, it informs the central agent
sum
mmarizing the feedback of the previous agents.
a
In turnn, the
cenntral agent willl record this ddata in his know
wledge base w
which
will be exploited by his infeerence enginee to determinee the
apppropriate profille of the consuumer agent and therefore proovide
him
m with an apprropriate responnse to his need. For a clear view
of the contributiion of the ID
DSS MAS model,
m
we com
mpare
beloow the DWH
H and data minning process bby highlightinng the
diffferent characteeristics of eachh.
D. Disscussion
IT solutions hhave high poteential for proccess optimizatiion in
reenngineering or restructuring strategies thrrough a continnuous
impprovement appproach. Eachh process haas advantagess and
lim
mits. These are still the subjeect of research that leads eithher to
proocess developm
ment or its subbstitution. If thhe DWH is a datarichh repository annd data mininng makes know
wledge availabble to
useers, our IDSS
S SMA moddel will not only enable data
colllection and prrocessing, but also the prepaaration of dataa and
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the selection of adequate knowledge for effective decisionmaking. In addition, it can also offer various decisions that can
help the manager. The following comparative study shows the
characteristics of DWH, Data Mining and our IDSS MAS
model whose functionalities are varied and intelligent
compared to the first two processes, especially in terms of
interactions of Multi Agents in real time and assistance to
improve the decision-making. Table II presents a comparison
between the two main systems used for decision making and
our IDSS MAS model. Through this comparative study, we can
conclude that the proposed IDSS MAS model has several
advantages over DWH and Data Mining, especially the
coupling between the decision model and the MAS which
allows task division and multiple targeted interactions offering
reliable data and subsequently accurate indicators improving
the decision-making system.

Vol. 8, No. 3, 2018, 2937-2942

consultations, possible update constraints and will allow the
management of the unforeseen by the realization of an in-depth
diagnosis, real time sharing of knowledge and the performance
evaluation for future optimization. Finally, our cross readings
have shown that in the educational field, despite the
implementation of different platforms, universities do not have
yet artificial intelligence at the decision-making level. For this
reason our perspective is to implement the IDSS MAS model
in order to validate it and integrate it into academic institutions
for real-time data sharing between stakeholders and effective
decision-making through precise indicators concerning both the
administrative component, that requires flexibility and rapid
implementation, and the offered student training and skills that
meet the needs of the market.
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